UPGRADE YOUR MEETING ROOMS FOR BETTER VIDEO COLLABORATION

Modern-day meetings account for both employees in the room and those joining remotely. Room video solutions let them collaborate like they’re at the same table.

KEEP EVERYONE VISUALLY ENGAGED
Poly’s AI-powered smart cameras let everyone see what’s going on in the meeting. People in the room and those joining remotely are framed equally well. Smart cameras can automatically focus on the speaker and follow them as they move around the room to demonstrate or write on a white board.

MAKE IT EASY TO JOIN THE CONVERSATION
Poly’s high-quality audio lets everyone hear, keep track of, and jump into the discussion. NoiseBlockAI minimizes non-human background noise, while Acoustic Fence technology keeps competing sounds from entering the microphone. Microphones that are appropriately sized for the room capture every word and ensure that speakers are heard.

GET A QUICK START
Powerful and professional doesn’t have to mean difficult to use. Video bars with built-in audio means rooms are set up in a snap. Seamless integration with leading UC platforms simplifies use, while touch controllers take the delay out of starting a call.

THINK OUTSIDE THE CONFERENCE ROOM
In hybrid environments, the definition of meeting spaces has expanded beyond traditional conference rooms. Anywhere people come together — huddle rooms, focus rooms, casual gathering spaces — needs to be equipped so remote workers can join the discussion.

ENABLE REMOTE MANAGEMENT
Empower your IT teams to easily monitor and maintain the video conferencing solutions across your organization. Remote management simplifies both user support and the routine task of ensuring every video device is up and running when it’s needed.
BETTER HYBRID MEETINGS START WITH POLY VIDEO SOLUTIONS

POLY STUDIO R30
USB video bar for small rooms
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera automates group framing and speaker tracking.
- NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies eliminate noise distractions.
- Plug-and-play ease makes every minute count.

POLY STUDIO
Premium USB for mid-size rooms
- Poly DirectorAI technology automates group framing and speaker tracking.
- NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies eliminate noise distractions.
- Simple USB connectivity for quick starts.

POLY STUDIO X30
All-in-one video bar for huddle and small rooms
- Cinema-quality camera framing keeps the speaker in focus.
- NoiseBlockAI technology blocks audio distractions.
- Compact design simplifies setup.
- Easy wireless content sharing for everyone.

POLY STUDIO X50
All-in-one video bar for medium rooms
- Intelligent camera framing keeps the speaker in focus.
- Immersive room-filling audio and next-gen microphones for clear conversation.
- NoiseBlockAI technology blocks audio distractions.
- Easy wireless content sharing for everyone.

POLY STUDIO X70
All-in-one video bar for large rooms
- Dual 4K cameras with Poly DirectorAI technology engage participants.
- Crystal-clear, boardroom-filling audio and custom mics capture lively discussions.
- NoiseBlockAI technology blocks audio distractions.
- Rich, powerful audio ensures everyone can hear clearly, even in larger rooms.

POLY STUDIO ROOM KITS FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS ROOMS
Certified and purpose-built for Microsoft Teams Rooms, kits include:
- Premier audio with NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technology.
- Immersive high-res video with DirectorAI smart camera technology.
- High-performance HP Mini Conferencing PC.
- Easy-to-use 8" touch controller.

POLY STUDIO BUNDLES FOR ZOOM ROOMS
Powerful performance and Zoom-certified, bundles include:
- Premier audio with NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technology.
- Immersive high-res video with DirectorAI smart camera technology.
- High-performance HP Mini Conferencing PC.
- 10" touch controller is simple to get going with a single cable.

VIEW POLY VIDEO CONFERENCING SOLUTIONS >
CONTACT A POLY VIDEO CONFERENCING EXPERT >